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A Slayer is among us. I know it now. A group
dedicated to the eradication of all Shifters, here at
the only sanctuary for Shifters. But that's only half
the problem. Who let them slip in? USA Today
Bestselling Author Becca Fanning is proud to bring
you this Reverse Harem Academy Romance serial,
packed with all the action, intrigue and great
chemistry you can handle! KEYWORDS: free shifter
romance books, free pnr, free romance ebook, free
shifter romance series, wolf shifter, bad boy, bbw,
fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, curvy,
gothic romance, new adult, clan, pack, series,
fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance
books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary
romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter
romance series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter
conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male,
werewolf, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic
suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military
love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry,
enemies to friends, secret baby, pregnancy
romance, supernatural, legend, folk tale, second
chances, freebie, free ebook, free novel, free
novella, alpha male, female protagonist, stories,
story, college, hero, complete series, box, box set,
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boxed set, bundle, anthology, sexy, sensual,
seduction, contemporary, current, new 2020, best of,
breeding, mating, reverse harem, why choose,
college, school, academy romance
A thrilling and sexy shifter romance by bestselling
paranormal author Jane Rowe. Music lover Ellie
never planned on being a mail-order bride. But with
her dream of becoming a US citizen looking highly
unlikely, the ad for a bride looked oh so appealing.
The ad creator? Ben, a handsome man and the
owner of a jazz club in New Orleans. Soon the two
start talking online. And when they finally agree to
meet they find their chemistry is even stronger in
person! But there's just one problem. Ben is hiding a
secret; he's can shift into a crocodile, and it's only a
matter of time before Ellie puts the pieces together.
Will she be able to handle what she finds out? Or will
his true nature drive her away from the one place
she truly loves? Find out in this passionate and sexy
shifter romance by bestselling author Jane Rowe.
Suitable for over 18s only due to sex scenes so hot,
you'll need your own shifter to make some sweet
music with.
4 standalone romances with a guaranteed HEA in
each story from USA Today Bestselling Author J.H.
Croix! If you like smoking hot paranormal romance
with a twist of suspense and adventure, you’ll love
this series! Catamount is a town deep in the woods
of Maine where mountain lion shifters have existed
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in secret for centuries. The community is in turmoil
after the startling death of a shifter. As events unfold,
revealing secrets and fault lines among the proud
and protective shifter community, follow the paths of
four different couples as they grapple with the
threats facing their very existence and find love
along the way. Dive into steamy romance filled with
passion, adventure, betrayal and secrets.
PROTECTED MATE Dane Ashworth, a sexy,
solitary mountain lion shifter, comes from one of the
founding shifter families of Catamount. In the midst
of upheaval in Catamount, Dane encounters the
unassuming, curvy and deliciously sexy Chloe Silver.
The mountain lion in Dane knows Chloe is meant for
him, but he has to find a way to earn her trust and
make her believe in him and in what lies between
them. Passion burns like wildfire between them while
events in Catamount put them both in danger.
CHOSEN MATE Phoebe Devine has loved Jake
North for years, but she’s kept her feelings hidden
because she didn’t want to ruin their friendship.
Jake is a sexy, smoldering mountain lion shifter
who’s put his life on the line to protect Catamount
shifters. Phoebe is one of the few people Jake
trusts—completely. She’s also tempting beyond all
reason—delectably curvy and so sexy her mere
presence rattles Jake’s control. He’s denied the
depth of his desire for her, but once he has a taste,
unbridled passion swirls around them, engulfing
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them in its power. FATED MATE A chance
encounter throws Lily North and Noah Jasper
together. With Catamount in turmoil over the shifter
smuggling network, the burdens of being a shifter lay
heavily upon Lily. Noah instantly sees through Lily’s
reserve to the wild, sexy core hidden behind the
brainy, reserved woman on the outside. He wants
her to the depths of his very being. Yet, his family’s
troubled history is a burden he’s carried for years
and the reason he doesn’t believe love is even
possible. While events in Catamount continue to
unfold, the desire between Lily and Noah burns hot
and fast. DESTINED MATE Shana Ashworth is
trying to pick up the pieces of her life after her
husband’s death and his shocking betrayal. Her
heart still feels encased in ice. The only man who
seems capable of cracking through the ice is Hayden
Thorne—a sexy, smoldering, and powerful shifter
from Montana. Shana wants nothing more than a
fling—someone to make her feel again. Hayden is
perfect—an out-of-town shifter who will be gone
before her heart has a chance to get involved. She
underestimates what lies between them. The tinder
of desire flares into white-hot passion, tossing and
twisting them in its fire. Keywords: Paranormal
mountain lion fur mate wereshifter romance shifters
romance books, shifter romantic bride mystery
suspense novels, holiday Christmas, sexy alpha
male werelion werecat, military mated alpha small
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town shapeshifter fantasy series, family sagas,
steamy paranormal love story adventure romance
sexy romance wild cats wild lions werewolves &
shifters, BBW mountain cats werewolf shapeshifter
shade worlds, friends to lovers
When a team of hot, rugged veteran shifters joins
forces to protect and serve their kind, nothing could
ever prepare them for their most important mission
of all: finding their mates. Read the entire Special
Ops Shifters series in one sizzling, action-packed
collection! Book 1: Daddy Soldier Bear As soon as I
encountered Nikki, my bear went wild with need. But
my mate died in childbirth years ago, and as a
military trained doctor, I still beat myself up for not
being able to save her. I never thought I'd love again.
But the way my bear yearns for her now has me
thinking otherwise. No matter what my bear wants, I
won't give up until I get to the bottom of the mystery
behind Nikki's three devious mates. I can't let my
heart get involved. Or can I? Book 2: Fake Mate For
The Soldier Lion God, I've been craving a mate for
far too long. But between my tactical missions with
the Special Ops Shifter Force and working my ass
off, I've had no choice but to ignore the roar of my
inner lion. Until the day a sassy, iron-willed lioness
showed up at the Force's secret headquarters
unannounced. Desire surged through my veins the
moment our feline eyes met, lighting every cell in my
body ablaze. We weren't recruiting, but our Alpha
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reluctantly agreed to deploy her on a test mission-
where she and I will be posing as mates. The only
problem? I know she's my one true match. And
dating within the Force is strictly forbidden. Will
honor and duty keep my inner big cat from finally
claiming what's his? Book 3: Captured By The
Soldier Wolf I was sent on a covert mission to
infiltrate a pack in the Rockies, but once I met the
Alpha's raging hot sister, I knew this mission was
going to be a hell of a lot harder than I thought.
She'd returned to her home pack with her little boy
after a messy divorce, hoping to piece together a
new life. But one night deep in the forest, she
overheard my phone call with the Force, leaving me
no choice but to take her hostage. I've gotta keep my
cover and protect the integrity of the mission. But
when tensions rise between that hot little wolf and I
in the middle of the woods, will we be able to ignore
the demands of our inner beasts? Book 4: Christmas
With The Soldier Dragon I'm the only shifter of my
kind, never knowing the sense of family that comes
with being part of a clan. The rest of my comrades
are celebrating the holidays with their mates, and
that only magnifies the issue. So when I was
presented with a mission to investigate a mysterious
case of shifter disappearances around Lake Tahoe, I
jumped at the chance to get away from it all. But
when I arrived, I came face to face with another
dragon in the lake. Everything I've known to be true
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was suddenly turned on its head, awakening the fire
that had long been dormant in my heart. Finding her
was the greatest Christmas gift I could've ever
imagined. But with threats around every corner, will
my dreams of finally having a mate be torn apart?
Steamy shifter scenes inside! Readers 18+.
"Kait Ballenger is a treasure you don't want to miss."
—GENA SHOWALTER, New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author Seven shifter clans call the
Montana mountains home. But a new evil will stop at
nothing to tear their world apart. For centuries, the
shifters that roam Big Sky country have honored a
pact to keep the peace. Even bad-boy rancher Wes
Calhoun, former leader of a renegade pack, has
given up his violent ways and sworn loyalty to the
Grey Wolves. But his dark past keeps catching up
with him... Human rancher Naomi Evans cares only
about saving the ranch that was her father's legacy.
Until a clash with Wes opens up a whole new
world—a supernatural world on the verge of war—and
Naomi, her ranch, and the sexy cowboy wolf stealing
her heart are smack dab in the middle of it. What
People Are Saying About Kait Ballenger: "Intense
and riveting." —RT Book Reviews for Twilight Hunter,
4 Stars "High-voltage." —Publishers Weekly
STARRED review for Twilight Hunter "Kait Ballenger
delivers a sexy romance with plenty of suspense and
humor." —Goodreads review
Get 16,000+ words of hot Paranormal Shifter
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romance adventures in this exciting new collection
and get two books for the price of one! A STEAMY
ROMANCE COLLECTION IS INCLUDED INSIDE
FOR A LIMITED TIME! In this collection you will find:
Her Shadow Down Fur the Ride Download this
collection now and spice up your Kindle with these
hot Paranormal Shifter romance reads. WARNING:
This ebook contains mature themes and language,
intended for 18+ readers only.
The New York Times bestselling author of DIRTY
SEXY FURRY returns to the sexy and action packed
Southern Shifter series with another exciting story of
forbidden love... Kane Gunn is beyond frustrated. He
has a kill order to fulfill and after weeks of chasing
his quarry he's boiling over with tension. Then he
catches the woman who's become his obsession
and Kane becomes consumed by a desire that
overwhelms everything...including his quest for
justice. Lara is determined to seek revenge against
the were-cougar guardians. Consequences don't
matter and distraction isn't an option. Until she finds
herself face to face with the pair of green eyes that
have been haunting her day and night. Time is of the
essence as the tables are turned and a tenuous
truce is formed. In the face of passion enemies
become lovers, tempting fate, testing trust, and
satisfying an undeniable need. Lies and secrets.
Corruption and Revenge. Choices that change lives.
Don't miss the revelation...of Kane.
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Two hot Shifters Unbound novellas are in one
volume—Lone Wolf, in which a wolf Shifter and self-
proclaimed cowboy falls in love with a human
woman taking refuge among them, and Feral Heat,
in a which shifter, trying to free his kind from their
Collars, finds his bond mate. By a New York Times
best-selling author. Original.
*~* A seductively hot, shifter romantic suspense
novel by NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY
bestselling author, L.P. Dover. NO CLIFFHANGER
*~* One girl. Two wolves. Promised to one. Destined
for the other. To escape the cruel, overbearing,
Kade, the Yukon Pack alpha she’s been promised
to, Bailey Whitehill flees her home in search of a new
life, one of freedom where she can make her own
choices. However, Kade will stop at nothing to make
her his and begins the hunt. As Bailey starts her new
life, everything she’s known to be true, is not. Time
is of the essence and choices have to be made or
consequences suffered. Not only does Bailey fear
Kade, but another danger lurks deep in the recesses
of the forest. Unbeknownst to her, that danger is
what she’s been searching for all along. At the turn
of the moon, her fate hangs in the balance . . . and
it’s up to her to make the right choice
From the author of Lone Wolf comes a paranormal
romance about two lovers torn between ecstasy and
savagery… Jace Warden is sent to the Shiftertown in
Austin to find a way to free all Shifters from their
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Collars. But pulling off the Collars can cause Shifters
to go mad or kill them outright. In Austin, Jace meets
Deni Rowe, a wolf Shifter with troubles of her
own—she was deliberately run down in the road, and
while her body has healed, she still has episodes of
total memory loss during which she retreats into her
pure animal self. Jace has never met anyone like
Deni. Courageous and beautiful, she volunteers to
help him test the Collar removal. And as Deni and
Jace work together, they feel the mate bond begin.
But can Jace help Deni believe she can heal enough
to be anyone’s true mate? This sixteen chapter
novella includes a preview of the upcoming Shifters
Unbound novel Wild Wolf.
Cowboys by day, wolf shifters by night: These bad
boys are ready to heat things up in a sexy
paranormal wolf shifter romance from author Kait
Ballenger. Sierra Cavanaugh has worked her whole
life to become the first female elite warrior in Grey
Wolf history. With her nomination finally put forward,
all she needs is the pack council's approval. But
those stuffy old wolves refuse to elect her unless she
finds herself a mate. Packmaster Maverick Grey was
reconciled to spending the rest of his life alone. Now,
having entered into treaty renegotiations with all the
Seven Range clans, he needs the elite warrior
vacancy filled—and fast. If Sierra needs a mate, this
is his chance to claim her. But Sierra has an agenda
of her own for their union, and they'll need to work
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together against the assassin intent on barring the
deal. For these two rivals, the only thing more
dangerous than fighting the enemy at their backs is
battling the war of seduction building between
them... "Kait Ballenger is a treasure you don't want
to miss."—GENA SHOWALTER, New York Times
bestselling author
"You can’t come in here. It’s breaking and entering.
You’re the law." Lion shifter Cage Delgado is the
law in Shifter Town. He’s not afraid to lay it all on
the line to protect his town or the woman he secretly
adores. Ashley Ames is a sweet-tempered lioness
who works admin in the local law enforcement
offices and indulges in secret fantasies about the
town’s sexy sheriff. Ash is convinced she’s too timid
to keep Cage’s interest for long, so she refuses to
act on their burning attraction. But things are
changing in Shifter Town. Because Ash is about to
come into heat. Caging Ash is the second book in
Novalee Swan's Shifter Town series. It features her
trademark heat and emotional intensity and is
perfect for readers who love sexy shifter romance
and small-town charm. About This Series
Rosewood, Tennessee—or Shifter Town, as the
locals call it—has the biggest population of shifters co-
existing with humans in the country. Lions, bears,
wolves . . . you name it and this town has it. They're
the lawmen, bartenders, construction workers.
These strong, sexy men find their mates in the
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women of Rosewood, some willingly and some a
little less so, but always in a story worth telling in this
hot new series with small-town charm by Novalee
Swan.
A shifter romance with a guaranteed HEA from USA
Today Bestselling Author J.H. Croix! If you like
smoking hot paranormal romance with a twist of
suspense and adventure, you’ll love this series!
Shana Ashworth is trying to pick up the pieces of her
life after her husband’s tragic death and the
discovery of his betrayal of Catamount shifters. What
no one knows is that long before she became a
widow, Shana’s marriage was cold and distant. Her
heart still feels encased in ice. The only man who
seems capable of cracking through the ice is Hayden
Thorne—a sexy, smoldering, and powerful shifter
from Montana. When Hayden shows up for a visit in
Catamount, the first woman he encounters is Shana.
Shana is breathtaking—a deliciously curvy, intelligent,
sexy and strong shifter. When Hayden met her
before in Montana, the spark between them burned
bright and hot. But he kept his distance. Now, he
finds that impossible. Shana is his flame as much as
he is hers. Shana wants nothing more than a
fling—someone to make her feel again. Hayden is
perfect—an out-of-town shifter who will be gone
before her heart has a chance to get involved. Yet,
she underestimates what lies between them. On a
journey that spans from Montana to Maine, Hayden
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and Shana must hold tight to each other as they
unravel the threads of shifter secrets. Both put their
lives on the line to protect each other and all that
shifters hold dear. In a love story filled with passion,
steamy romance, suspense and adventure, the
tinder of desire flares into white-hot passion, tossing
and twisting them in its fire. Shana and Hayden must
discover if the power of their love can hold them
together. *All books in this series end with HEA!
Keywords: Paranormal mountain lion fur mate
wereshifter romance shifters romance books, shifter
romantic bride mystery suspense novels, sexy alpha
male werelion werecat, protected mated alpha small
town shapeshifter fantasy series, family sagas,
steamy paranormal love story adventure romance
independent women sexy romance wild cats wild
lions werewolves & shifters, BBW mountain cats
werewolf shapeshifter
Collared and controlled, Shifters are outcast from
humanity, forced to live in Shiftertowns. But waiting
within are passions that no collar can contain... Like
most Shifters, Liam Morrissey has learned that
trusting humans leads to no good. But when
beautiful attorney Kim Fraser enters Shiftertown
alone in order to prove her client's innocence, Liam's
alpha nature leaves him no choice but to offer his
protection.
Braeden: For five agonizing years now, I’ve tried to
push the lush, far-too-sweet woman out of my life,
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and my dreams. She’s a human, which makes her a
danger to all the shifters in Night Falls. She’s also
untouched, which makes her a danger to what little
restraint I possess around her with each passing
day. But seeing as how she’s my little sister’s best
friend, avoiding her hasn’t been easy. And now that
there’s a shooter targeting the pack, the only way I
can keep Paisley safe is to keep her close. As if that
weren’t impossible enough, the pack alpha goes
and makes a decree. For her protection, Paisley
needs to be mated to someone in the pack by the
end of the month. Damn it all to hell. Paisley: I’m
pretty sure the man hates me. To Braeden, I’ve
always been the human he wished his sister would
stop being friends with—literally a different species
from him, being that he and his sister are wolf-
shifters and all. After years watching him blatantly
keep his distance, no one is more shocked than I am
over his reaction when the shooter that’s after the
pack takes aim at me. Previously published as
Comes Now the Wicked Woodsman (c) 2016—same
yummy shifter story, just with minor edits throughout
and a fresh title/cover. PROTECTED BY THE PACK
(MC shifters) Book 1: Harboring His Mate (Taron &
Onyx) Book 2: Resisting His Mate (Braeden &
Paisley) Book 3: Enticing His Mate (Joshua &
Clover) keywords: shifter romance, PNR romance,
sexy small town, steamy PNR, alpha shifter, alpha
MC, BBW, curvy girl romance, curvy woman
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romance, new adult PNR, paranormal suspense,
alpha hero, MC romance
Hot alpha males. Feisty fated mates. Sizzling
chemistry. This sexy brotherhood of bear shifters will
keep you up all night long as they claim the women
destined to be theirs! ????? “This box set gets you
so hot, you may need a cold shower!” ????? “Twists
and turns, action-packed, hot and steamy!” Ranger
Bear: Riley Mountain lion shifter Marisa’s tormented
past won’t let her go—until grizzly bear shifter Riley
shakes up her world. After the horrific loss of his
former mate years ago, Riley raised his cubs alone.
But when Marisa’s ruthless past hunts her down,
these two devastated souls must need one another
to become truly mated. Firefighter Bear: Slade Fox
shifter Everly grew up shunned by more dominant
shifter species. But she’s always secretly longed for
the sexiest bear shifter: firefighter Slade Walker.
Slade once made a decision that also ruined any
chance he had with fascinating Everly. But when the
sins of the past rise up to threaten Everly, they must
claim one another so they can stay safe. Superstar
Bear: Bodhi McKenna left her perilous past behind to
return to tiny Deep Hollow. It shocked her to once
again see Bodhi Walker—her former friend but now
her enemy. Returning to his town was the safe place
for moviestar Bodhi—until he again saw the attractive
McKenna. But when the treacherous past returns,
their relationship must finally explode into passion for
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any hope of saving each other. Christmas Night
Bear: Wyatt Brynna Darby can’t help that she’s a
reindeer shifter. But one sexy bear shifter might
open up her guarded heart and show her how to find
joy again. Wyatt Webber returned to his hometown
of Deep Hollow right before Christmas. Brynna is the
mate who broke his heart…but she also might be the
only one who can put it back together again. To the
reader: These stories are filled with heart-pounding
romance, page-turning adventure, and some
awesome sexy times. If you love big ole grizzly bear
shifters who have a soft spot for their fated mates,
the charming and funny details of a shifter-filled
small town, and the beautiful power of true love to
always save the day, this boxed set is for you. ?????
"The Silvertip community was so well described, I
want to live there." ????? "This was an amazing
collection of the best shifter books I’ve read in
awhile!" Keywords: bear shifter, wolf shifter, dragon
shifter, bad boy, fated mates, paranormal romance
with sex, pnr, box set, mountain man romance, small
town romance, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy
romance, paranormal romance books for adults,
contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter
romance, shifter romance series, emotional
romance, instalove, shifter conflicts, urban fantasy,
werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic
suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, rebel,
thrilling, great chemistry, exciting, shifter mating
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human, holiday romance, action adventure romance,
strong heroine, second chance romance
This has been the worst month of my life. My home,
destroyed. My parents, murdered. My whole life
turned upside down. Now I have to fend for myself in
The Academy. I thought I was starting to make
friends, but I hear whispers as soon as my back is
turned. Smiles turn to scowls and even those I let get
close to me are keeping secrets. Are they doing it to
keep me safe, or to use me? USA Today Bestselling
Author Becca Fanning is proud to bring you this
Reverse Harem Academy Romance serial, packed
with all the action, intrigue and great chemistry you
can handle! KEYWORDS: free shifter romance
books, free pnr, free romance ebook, free shifter
romance series, wolf shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated
mates, paranormal romance with sex, curvy, gothic
romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy,
steamy romance, paranormal romance books for
adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot
romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance
series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter conflicts,
new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werewolf,
shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense,
womens fiction, action adventure, military love,
outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to
friends, secret baby, pregnancy romance,
supernatural, legend, folk tale, second chances,
freebie, free ebook, free novel, free novella, alpha
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male, female protagonist, stories, story, college,
hero, complete series, box, box set, boxed set,
bundle, anthology, sexy, sensual, seduction,
contemporary, current, new 2020, best of, breeding,
mating, reverse harem, why choose, college, school,
academy romance
????? "Definitely a must read!" ????? "Well written
and filled with twists. Very good!" ????? A wolf shifter
fighting her heart's desire... Abby Kenyon belongs to
Quentin Walker heart, body, and soul. But she's a
wolf shifter from the pure Black Mesa Wolves Pack,
and he's one big brute of a bear shifter from the
mixed Silvertip Shifters clan. She can't have a bear
as a mate. Or can she? A bear shifter determined to
claim his mate... Quentin Walker knows down to his
bones that Abby is his mate. But she's never seen a
mated wolf/bear pair and is certain it can't work. The
autumn full moon mating run is Quentin's last chance
to prove that only he can win the hunt for his mate's
heart... To the reader: This FREE story is filled with
heart-pounding romance, page-turning adventure,
and some awesome hawt times. If you love big ole
grizzly bear shifters who have a soft spot for their
fated mates, the charming and funny details of a
shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful power of
true love to always save the day, this book is for you.
Silvertip Shifters Hunter's Moon: Quentin Mountain
Bear's Baby: Shane Taming Her Bear: Beckett
Rescue Bear: Cortez Ranger Bear: Riley Firefighter
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Bear: Slade Superstar Bear: Bodhi Christmas Night
Bear: Wyatt Keywords: FREE book, FREE read,
FREE series starter, bear shifter, wolf shifter, fated
mates, paranormal romance with sex, pnr,
shapeshifter, paranormal romance books for adults,
new adult romance, clan, pack, series, small town,
hot romance, fantasy, fantasy romance, steamy
romance, contemporary romance, hot shifter
romance, shifter romance series, instalove,
werebear, shifter conflicts, urban fantasy, alpha
male, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action
adventure, thrilling, great chemistry
One dark night. One fatal turn. A wild passion hotter than
anything she’s ever known. College freshman, Neve Dalton
is about to crash head on into something that will turn her
world upside down. On her way to school, Neve hopes a
fresh, new start will put the pain of losing her parents behind
her. But a fatal accident on a lonely highway puts her in the
path of dark, dangerous Alpha wolf, Tucker McGraw. With a
single touch and a flash of silver in his eyes, Tucker stirs a
passion in Neve that leaves her shaken and begging for
more. This Alpha’s mark runs deep and triggers a hunger in
Neve she can’t explain. The minute he lays eyes on Neve,
Tucker knows she’s his fated mate. The trouble is, a rival
pack wants her dead for what happened on that rain-slick
highway. But, Tucker didn’t become Alpha on his drop dead
sexy looks alone. He’s fierce, ruthless and deadly. He’ll do
anything to claim and protect Neve even if it means fighting
the battle of his life. Dear Readers: This is part one of a five
part paranormal werewolf shifter romance serial. The story
continues in Sweet Submission, Rising Heat, Pack Wars and
Choosing an Alpha. These books contain sizzling hot scenes
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that know no bounds. These wolves like it rough! If you’re not
into that, you might want to sit this one out. However if you
like hot, dominant, alpha male werewolf shifters and the
kickass heroines who will do anything to please them, then
click away and enjoy the ride! Book Themes: free, $free,
freebie, Free paranormal romance, Shifter romance,
werewolves, alpha wolf, wolf pack romance, love triangle,
strong female character, new adult romance
Possessive, holiday-loving bear. Stubborn, holiday-hating
reindeer. What could go wrong? A reindeer shifter fleeing her
past... Brynna Darby can’t help that she’s a reindeer shifter.
But she sure can do her darned best to ignore that part of her
life, and has done so for years. Until she abruptly lands back
in her tiny shifter hometown. Expectations there are
suffocating her—but one sexy bear shifter might open up her
guarded heart and show her how to find joy again. A bear
shifter searching for home... Wyatt Webber returned to his
hometown of Deep Hollow right before Christmas, his favorite
time of year. Then he runs into the onetime love of his life,
Brynna, and everything threatens to turn into a lump of coal.
She’s the mate who broke his heart...but she also might be
the only one who can put it back together again. *note: a
previous version of this story, then titled The Reindeer
Shifter's Christmas Gift, originally appeared in a group box
set. The story has been lengthened, re-written, and re-edited.
To the reader: This story is filled with heart-pounding holiday
romance, page-turning action, and some awesomely romantic
sexy times. If you love big ole grizzly bear shifters who have a
soft spot for their fated mates, the charming and funny details
of a shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful power of true
love to always save the day, this book is for you. Silvertip
Shifters Hunter's Moon: Quentin Mountain Bear's Baby:
Shane Taming Her Bear: Beckett Rescue Bear: Cortez
Ranger Bear: Riley Firefighter Bear: Slade Christmas Night
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Bear: Wyatt Christmas Night Bear: Wyatt Superstar Bear:
Bodhi (coming soon)
Silvertip Shifters Books 1-4 (Bear Shifter Romance Series
Box Set)J.K. Harper
Can she tame her bear shifters or will she be their dinner?
Alone, frozen, and far from home, Isla finds herself in the care
of four frustratingly sexy bear shifters. They soon end up on a
Scottish island, trying to survive the disasters of a failing
world. With new relationships unfolding, Isla has to make the
decision between her humanity and the bears protecting her.
Will winter drive them apart or can Isla claim her bears?
Rescued by Bears is a full-length reverse harem novel
featuring one sassy heroine and four sexy bear shifters
(including a polar bear!). Prepare for strong alpha males with
a trace of vulnerability, an epic quest, Viking beards, very
steamy scenes, Scottish landscapes, Celtic mythology and a
post-apocalyptic setting. Previously published as Polar
Destiny. READ THE WHOLE SERIES Claiming Her Bears: A
steamy bear shifter reverse harem Book 1: Rescued by Bears
Book 2: Protected by Bears Book 3: Craved by Bears Search
keywords: bear shifter, reverse harem, paranormal romance,
dystopian romance, post-apocalyptic romance, Scotland,
Celtic, werebear, shifter romance, alpha male, reverse harem
romance, RH romance, RH paranormal romance, reverse
harem paranormal romance, myth, myths, action, adventure,
female protagonist, novel, hero, romance, romance ebook,
escape from abuse, love, mates, menage, paranormal
romance with sex, new adult romance, fated love, clan, pack,
series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books
for adults, shapeshifter, cult, suppression, abuse, free book,
free romance, Polar Destiny.
Back in Distance, Russell pleads for sanctuary and finds
himself under the direct supervision of his childhood friend,
Jameson. They grow closer as Russell adjusts to life back in
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his traditional pack with his son-a son whose biological father
has decided he finally wants to stake claim to-a claim he
would likely win against the unmated omega, Russell.
Jameson has a solution, one that includes their mating.
Russell agrees, and the family of three finds itself growing
into a family of four when Russell becomes pregnant with his
mate's baby. Love, his mate's pregnancy, and the tricky
balancing act of becoming the third father to a four year old
son become Jameson's norm and he couldn't be happier. The
Wolf Protector's Omega is a super sweet with knotty heat
second chance male pregnancy shifter romance with an
adorable four year old shifter, an omega with a traditional and
uptight pack alpha for a brother, and an alpha who would do
anything for his one that got away.
Sexy female shifters...who growl, bite and mate! Three steam
stories of female shifters finding the mate destined for them. If
you love sexy as sin, F/F wolf shifters paranormal romance
stories, that will leave you breathless, then grab this hot box
set! Book 1 Lyric's Mate Lyric moved to Moon Valley for a
fresh start. A new town, a new home, and a new job was a
dream come true. Finding that her new boss was her mate
was totally unexpected. Will she be able to keep her wolf at
bay? Book 2 Meadow's Mate Meadow, the new teacher in
town had her eyes on the only female enforcer in the pack.
Little did she know, the enforcer had Meadow in her sights.
When a group of rogue wolves blows into town, will Sage be
able to save her? Book 3 Tuesday's Mate Tuesday, the new
accountant in town was setting up her new business in Moon
Valley. Tuesday is entranced by Sunni, the coffee shop
owner. Their wolves know they are meant for each other. But
will Sunni and Tuesday listen to their beasts? WARNING:
These stories are sexy, fast-paced and will leave you begging
for more.
Hot alpha males. Feisty fated mates. Sizzling chemistry. This
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sexy brotherhood of bear shifters will keep you up all night
long as they claim the women destined to be theirs! ?????
“This box set gets you so hot, you may need a cold shower!”
????? “Twists and turns, action-packed, hot and steamy!”
Hunter's Moon: Quentin Abby Kenyon belongs to Quentin
Walker body, heart, and soul. But she's a wolf shifter, and
he's one brute of a bear shifter. He needs to win her over—and
time is running out. Her pack's annual full moon mating run is
his last chance to prove that only he can win the hunt for her
heart. Mountain Bear's Baby: Shane Rough, gruff bear shifter
Shane Walker left behind his fighting past for a fresh start in
life. But when Jessie McMillan, the passionate three-night
stand he also left behind, unexpectedly shows up with a baby
boy that's his son just in time for Christmas, can he rein in his
wild bear before he ruins everything again? Taming Her Bear:
Beckett Bear shifter Beckett North can hardly control his inner
beast on the best of days—until he meets captivating Pix
Camden and she settles his wild, angry side. She's hiding
something from him, and it threatens to drive his bear mad.
Yet the fiery vixen is his mate—and he’ll do whatever it takes
to spend the rest of his life with her. Rescue Bear: Cortez
Thrill seeker Cortez lived life on a risky edge. But a terrible
accident changed everything in a split second. Haunted by
his failure to protect his friends, he now struggles to control
his troubled inner bear. Then he meets Haley and faces the
biggest risk of all: opening his heart and claiming her as his
mate. To the reader: These stories are filled with heart-
pounding romance, page-turning adventure, and some
awesome sexy times. If you love big ole grizzly bear shifters
who have a soft spot for their fated mates, the charming and
funny details of a shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful
power of true love to always save the day, this boxed set is
for you. ????? "The Silvertip community was so well
described, I want to live there." ????? "This was an amazing
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collection of the best shifter books I’ve read in awhile!"
Wildcat shifter Eric Warden, the leader of his pack, finds his
protective side taking over when he meets Iona Duncan, a
half-Shifter wildcat who hasn't acknowledged her true nature
or mating hunger, which could kill her. Original.
It’s 1936. Thirty-year-old Alice has given up on finding a
husband. Between civil engineering and mountain climbing,
her interests are so masculine, she scares men away. A poor
route choice strands her—lost, hungry, and scared—next to Lon
Chaney’s cabin deep in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Jed
senses a woman stumbling down the steep, inhospitable
mountain behind his borrowed cabin. Her scent tantalizes and
excites him. Mates are scarce these days, and if his nose is
right, she’s his fated one. His and his two pack mates, that is,
who are mercifully gone at the moment. Jed crafts a careful
strategy, knowing the mate bond might not be enough to
convince her to stay once she finds out it will link her to all
three of them—forever. Alice adds Jed to her list of problems
when he melts out of the shadowed darkness. At first she
declines his offer of help, but he keeps talking until she ends
up inside the cozy log cabin in front of a roaring fire. His
skilled hands and a shot of whiskey heat her blood to molten,
and her carefully tended world explodes into desperate
hunger to make love with the man rubbing her weary feet. As
caught up in lust as Alice, Jed takes a chance. A big one. Will
mating with her before disclosing everything turn out to be a
huge mistake?
????? "Slade and Everly’s story was so very touching. Of all
the brothers, I loved Slade best.” ????? A woman trapped by
the stigma of the past... Fox shifter Everly always ends up
cornered and cowering. Growing up shunned by more
dominant shifter species taught her there's no such thing as
real community—or true love. But she's always secretly longed
for the sexiest, most dominant bear shifter around...even
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though he almost destroyed her family. A bear shifter who
can't forgive himself... Wildland firefighter Slade Walker
battles mountain flames for a living and throws punches on
the fight circuit for a release. Despite his easygoing, joke-
cracking ways, this wounded bear is still plagued by a terrible
decision he once made—a decision that also ruined any
chance he had with foxy, fascinating Everly. Yet he can't
imagine life without the sweetly sensual vixen by his side. A
shifter town on the brink of change. But when the sins of the
past rise up to threaten Everly, neither her hidden courage
nor Slade's powerful defense can keep her safe. The wild
heart and bold hope of an entire town of shifters must rally
together for the protection of all, and to allow two battered
hearts to finally dare claim what they need most: each other.
To the reader: This story is filled with heart-pounding
romance, page-turning adventure, and some awesome hawt
times. If you love big ole grizzly bear shifters who have a soft
spot for their fated mates, the charming and funny details of a
shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful power of true love to
always save the day, this book is for you. Silvertip Shifters
Hunter's Moon: Quentin Mountain Bear's Baby: Shane
Taming Her Bear: Beckett Rescue Bear: Cortez Ranger Bear:
Riley Firefighter Bear: Slade Christmas Night Bear: Wyatt
Superstar Bear: Bodhi (coming soon)
When Lilah Murphy started serving drinks at the exclusive
Platinum Club, she never expected she would be on the
menu. Biotech billionaire Gavin Stanton had one taste of the
new, curvy server and his craving could never be satisfied
until he had her fully. Completely. Eternally. Fate brought
them together, but a centuries-old secret could tear them
apart, for the Stanton family holds a shifter legacy that no
human has ever threatened. Until now. Gavin Stanton is the
billionaire CEO of a Boston biotech firm. He’s also a
werewolf, the son of a large, ancient family with roots in the
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British aristocracy. His work is his life. But then he feels the
Beat—an irresistible urge to mate with Lilah, a beautiful human
who inflames his passions like no other—and he abandons
everything he thought he knew in his need to claim her. Lilah
Murphy is broke and desperate. All she wants is a job to
support herself, her sister, and her ailing mother. The last
thing she needs is to get involved with a rich, powerful guy
who would discard her after a few hot nights together and get
her fired at her new, high-paying job. But she, too, feels the
Beat. She hears him in her mind, feels him in her soul, and
the urge to answer the ancient call is undeniable. Is she
strong enough to embrace his secrets—and her own? The
Billionaire Shifter’s Curvy Match is the first in an all-new
series of hot (did we mention *hot*?) romances about the
billionaire shifters and the women they’re fated to love.
Topics: paranormal romance, shifter romance, shapeshifter
romance, billionaire romance, billionaire shifter, billionaire
wolf, billionaire shapeshifter romance, paranormal,
otherworldly, fantasy, wolf, bear, mountain lion, contemporary
romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, firefighter
romance, montana romance, boston romance, otherworldly
romance, PNR romance, shifter myth, instalove, biotech
billionaire, bbw romance, bbw shifter
When you can barely keep it together, the right woman can
send everything into a tailspin... Tanner,a talented artist with
an anger management problem, is anxious about his first day
at a new job. Not only does he have new job jitters, he's
worried those nerves might cause his inner wolf to come out,
and he's not really sure what could happen if it does! But
that's why he arranged to have breakfast with his best friend,
who did a good job of calming him down and screwing his
head on straight. But then he noticed her, and his inner wolf
howled it's desire to pursue her at any length! Every Monday
in 2019 I'll be releasing a brand new novella for you to gobble
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up! Collect all the Shifter Babies of America series and enjoy
a nice little one-sitting story!
Welcome to Cypress, a town filled with romance, danger,
fated mates, and HOT shifters that will keep you begging for
more. Books in this shifter romance collection: Wolf Shifter
Awakening - She is the outcast. He is the son of the Alpha.
Bear's Love Triangle - Hazel feels like she doesn't belong.
When she becomes the target of two good-looking guys who
want her attention, her life takes a dangerous turn. Hazel
uncovers a frightening truth that might even cost her life.
Panther's Secret Baby - Hunter has a smile that could melt
even the strongest metal. After an unforgettable night on his
boat while on vacation, Hailey leaves the hottie behind. She
never thought she'd see him again, but Holly returns to
Cypress with life-changing news. She never expected Hunter
to have some news of his own, turning her world even more
upside down. Unlikely Redemption - Tobias is given one last
chance at redemption, but he never expected his assignment
to be saving the soul of a demon. As an angel, Tobias can
overlook Kylie's wrongdoings, but how can he possibly save
her? He soon discovers Kylie isn't what she seems. This will
change his existence forever. Content Warning: Explicit love
scenes and lots of sexy shifters. Intended for 18+ audiences.
New York Times and USA Today Best-selling paranormal
romance author Felicity Heaton presents In Heat (In Heat
Shape-shifter Romance Series Book 1) A heat wave isn’t the
only thing making London too hot for lawyer Kim. She’s been
spending each night with a man who sets her body and heart
on fire. The problem? He’s a man that always sprouts black
fur and purrs, and he’s only a dream. Walking into work on
the hottest day of the year, the last thing she expects is to
meet Erik, a man who sends her temperature soaring and
who resembles her dream guy exactly. A black panther shape-
shifter, Erik Blackwell has been searching for his mate for
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twenty-seven years. The visions they share each night are
getting hotter but finding her is proving impossible as he’s
never seen her face. That is, until it turns out she’s working
as his lawyer on his contract negotiations with his brother,
Alistair. Kim can’t deny her attraction to Erik. The heat she
feels with him is intense and it’s only a matter of time before
they surrender to their carnal desires. When Kim discovers
Erik's secret, will she turn her back on him, or will she
complete the mating and become like him so they can be
together forever? Books in the In Heat Shifter Romance
Series Book 1: In Heat Book 2: In Heat: Mating Call
Dragons, wolves, bears, and foxes! You can't escape your
fate or your mate, no matter how far you run. Books Included
in This Collection Shaken I have to have faith that even with
the mob on our backs, a fake marriage, and a year apart,
Jordan and I will prevail in the end. Desire How could I
possibly have guessed that my mate was being held captive
at the hands of these mortal recluses? I couldn't know that-
because we haven't even met yet. Taken There are two
things I learned for sure: You can't escape your fate or your
mate, no matter how far you run. Renewal Did I drag him too
deeply into my cause, or am I the one being pulled into an
underworld I didn't even know existed? Time, truth, and two
unlikely new mates will yank this mystery into a blinding light
for which absolutely none of us is prepared. Enchanted Foxes
Series Epilogue Content Warning: Explicit love scenes and
lots of sexy shifters. Intended for 18+ audiences.
What happens when three Lion Shifters have to share one
Mate? 80,435 words Maryellen was born into a life, if given
the chance, she would gladly give away. Though she is
probably one of the wealthiest people in the country,
Maryellen has never wanted her wealth. Nor her family who is
constantly trying to find ways to steal her wealth from her.
After being the sole heir to her grandfather’s fortune,
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everyone has been out to get her ever since. After countless
kidnapping attempts and always being afraid to fall asleep, El
is finally taking the step to date someone and perhaps find
true love. But when she meets Ryan on a blind date, her
world changes forever. She is plunged into the world of the
paranormal as Ryan reveals his true identity; that he is the
leader of the local Pride of Lions. And more than that is the
fact that Ryan knows El is her mate. And to make matters
more complicated, Ryan is part of a Triad of brothers.
Meaning, El has three mates. As El tries to comprehend this
crazy new life she is a part of, she can’t deny how right this
all feels. She now has the protection of shifters and three
men who will love her and keep her safe. But, even after
accepting her new life, she can’t let go of the past. She will
have to find the truth behind why she is always targeted and
come to understand that it’s not just for her money. She will
have to make tough decisions, but at least now she knows
she will never be alone again.
Love Hunky WereLions? This is an excellent opportunity to
own 8 Best Selling Lion Shifter Romance Books In One
Limited Edition Book. Simply Lions is Simply
BREATHTAKING! This one-off package features some of the
most well known names from the world of Paranormal
Shapeshifter Romance. Bestselling names such as Lilly Pink,
Amira Rain, Jade White, Ellie Valentina and more have
collaborated to bring you a HUGE dose of sexy Lion Alpha
goodness. There will be love, romance, action and adventure
alongside some hot mating in each of these 8 amazing
books. EVERY book in this package has been a top 10
bestseller on Amazon.com so you really are getting the best
of the best right here! And do not forget, each book can be
read standalone so you will never be left hanging! This is your
chance to own them all! The 8 OUTSTANDING Books
included in this collection for you are.... 1 Bonnie Burrows -
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The Lion's Shared Bride 2 Jade White - The Lion's Love Child
3 Jasmine White - The Roar Of The Lioness 4 Lilly Pink - The
Lion's Heir 5 Angela Foxxe - Lions Surrogate 6 Maria Amor -
The PlayLion 7 JJ Jones - Chained To The Lion 8 Ellie
Valentina - Shared By The Lions
Collects four paranormal romances that star shape-shifting
men.
Under the cover of darkness secrets are exposed... When
these shifters reveal their true natures, they get into some
serious trouble! They may be haunted by erotic dreams and
suffer from volcanic desires, but once they give in to
temptation danger is never far away...
Book 1 in the USA Today Bestselling Southern Shifters series
Kira MacDonald is in trouble. Plagued by false visions and
erotic dreams of a man she's never met, she fears losing both
her psychic powers and her sanity. The cure? Finding and
bonding with her mate. The stubborn red-haired warrior might
not want one, but fate has other plans, plans that include her
rescuing Lucas Gunn. As the Guardian of his shape-shifting
clan, Lucas Gunn lived a quiet, solitary life. Until he was
kidnapped, examined, and tortured. Now imprisoned, his only
tie to the outside world is the memory of his dreams and the
passionate woman who appears nightly in them. He thought
she was nothing more than a vision. Then she came for him.
An uneasy alliance, a mating call that won't be denied, rituals
that must be honored, and unrelenting enemies who will stop
at nothing to get what they want. It all comes together in the
first of Eliza Gayle's sensational Southern Shifter Series.
Passion and Pride. Duty and Danger. In the end, there's
really only one choice...for Lucas.
Collared for a Night: one bite, they risk crossing the line...into
forever. A graphic designer by day, Diana's body is blazing as
a single leopardess shifter. On the brink of a heat cycle, she
risks shifting without warning. Talk about embarrassing! It's
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also a crime with stiff penalties. Desperate, Diana signs up for
stud services at a private shifter club. Every siren in her head
blares when Shawn Barclay enters her room. Good God,
what is her boss doing here? Confirmed bachelor, a
businessman and council leader, Shawn is responsible for
crafting the means to enable shifters and humans to co-exist.
Time isn't something he wastes. Yet he goes from half-mast
to forged steel when temptation crosses the threshold of his
shifter club. In his book, fraternizing with the staff is a no go
except he can't deny what his body demands. A curvaceous
kitten in heels might be sex-n-sin, but hell will free over before
he allows another stud to service Diana. Shawn gives her one
option: spend the night with him, and as an alpha, he'll
quench her heat-crazed urge to shift. From searing, Diana's
world tilts. As the moon rises toward midnight, these lovers
give into carnal hunger and discover they've crossed an
irreparable line. One that has the power to alter their futures.
With careers, professional agendas, and civil unrest on the
horizon, it's crunch time. On a business trip to Sin City, Diana
and Shawn are forced to put aside their primal urges. Not
easy once their leopards have been awakened to a feral
instinct older than time. ~Warning: paint peeling adult content.
Rocky Mountain Shifters Book #1: Sexy ex-military wolf
shifters, vampires, leopard shifters. Welcome to the
Downtown Den. A private club for shifters in need...
Wolf shifter, Marley Gerwulf, was protective of her human
best friend, Zara York. Their friendship dated back to their
sophomore year in high school. Throughout the years they
had been glued to each other's hip, experiencing life together.
When Zara broke up with her longtime boyfriend, Marley
suggested a three-week girls trip, sailing the Pacific Ocean. It
would help her friend clear her mind and celebrate her newly
found single life. Marley had spent the last fourteen years of
her life, knowing they'd only ever be friends. Her wolf had
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identified Zara as her mate the day they'd met. The urge to
mate was strong, but she was always able to overcome it,
knowing she'd rather have Zara in her life as a friend, then
not at all. After setting sail with Tahiti as their destination, an
intense storm caught them off guard damaging their yacht.
Floating aimlessly along in the ocean, Marley was determined
to ensure their survival. With life or death situations at every
turn, will Marley be able to protect Zara while resisting the call
to mate?
"Kait Ballenger is a treasure you don't want to miss." —Gena
Showalter, New York Times bestselling author Born a cowboy
and bred a warrior... High Commander Colt Cavanaugh has
spent his life defending his pack and its sprawling ranchlands.
But the hardened Grey Wolf soldier has a dark secret that
could destroy his life forever. Belle Beaumont is a wanted
woman, on the run from the wolf pack that kidnapped her.
When fate brings her face-to-face with the Grey Wolf High
Commander himself, rivalry becomes passion, and suddenly
more than just her freedom is at stake. Colt will fight to the
death for the healing Belle brings to his battle—worn
heart—and for this cowboy wolf, all's fair in love and war...
Seven Range Shifters Series: Cowboy Wolf Trouble (book 1)
Cowboy in Wolf's Clothing (book 2) What People Are Saying
About Kait Ballenger: "Paranormal fans have a new voice to
check out...intense and riveting."—RT Book Reviews for
Twilight Hunter, 4 Stars "An extremely promising high-voltage
start..."—Publishers Weekly STARRED review for Twilight
Hunter, a PW Top 10 Romance Pick
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